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Socialism's failure in America
Howe skillfully blends analysis with telling detail
The argument of this year' s
Cook lectures , that factionalism
and absolutist responses to international crises undermined the
American socialist movement at
the two moments in history when
it had a chance of becoming a
party of national importance ,
might well have pleased the
donor who endowed the lecture
series , William W. Cook. His aim
in establishing the Cook lectures
was to preserve and strengthen
American institutions through
scholarship . Mr. Howe gave
credit to the power of American
individualism, the persistance of
regionalism , and the enduring
appeal of complex capitalism in
the American setting in analyzing
_why American socialism has
failed . He did, however, describe
that failure as regrettable.
The scholarship displ~yed in
this year's lecture series was particularly thorough, engaging,
and insightful . Mr. Howe moved
easily from characterizations of
colorful figures in the socialist
movement to analysis of their
appeal for various segments of
the party or of their failure to
catch and hold the loyalty of a
significant proportion of American voters .
Irving Howe is an author, editor, literary critic, and professor
who is most widely known for
h is compelling social and cultural
h istory of the European Jewish
experience in American, World of
Our Fathers. He has written many
other books on politics, literature,
and on the interaction of the two .
Like his books , Mr . Howe' s Cook
lectures displayed his remarkable
ability to punctuate thoughtful syn
thesis with evocation of a key detail
and quotation of a telling slogan .
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In his first lecture, entitled
" De bsian Socialism and Evangelical fervor ," Mr. Howe analyzed
the period from 1912 to 1917 in
which the socialist party moved
from optimistic hope and national
unity to disillusionment and
disarray. In explaining the socialist party's failure to build on its
impressive showing in the election of 1912, Mr. Howe described
the regionalism and diversity
which characterized its membership . The inspiring oratory of
Eugene V. Debs was only temporarily powerful enough to hold
together the groups of immigrants who made up the party's
membership .
Other flaws in the socialist
party of the period , Mr . Howe
said, were its failure to offer any
particular analysis and support to
blacks , its uncompromising attitude toward capitalism and
toward trade unionism , and its
evangelical sectarianism . The
decisive downfall of the socialists
in the period came about, however, because of the absolutist
anti-war position with which
they greeted the American entry
into World War I. Their stand on
the War, like their categorical
unwillingness to deal with any
aspects of capitalism or with
existing labor organizations, was,
Howe argued , an aspect of the
party's ties with evangelical sects .
The socialists displayed an
absolutism about the claims of
conscience which made them
indisposed to political interplay
and unwilling to compromise
in the interests of social unity. In
each instance they displayed " too
large a quota of innocence," Mr.
Howe said; they took revolutionary stands but were not really a

Irving Howe

revolutionary movement; they
had enough influence to be considered a threat, but not enough
power to resist repression .
In his second lecture, "Socialists
in the Thirties : A Case Study,"
Mr. Howe emphasized parallels
between socialism's rise to a position of influence and subsequent
dissolution in that period and the
trajectory it had taken in the
teens . As Debs's charismatic leadership and fiery rhetoric had
brought the socialist party to
national attention in the early
period, so the gifted leadership of
Norman Thomas inspired members of the party to mount a
sizeable presidential campaign in
1930 . The party grew in the early
thirties as many young people
who had been stung by the
depression joined and new locals
were set up across the nation.
As in the earlier period, the
party grew to a crucial size where
it threatened other parties but
did not have sufficient power to
resist its opponents. In the thirties it was challenged both by
communists to the left and by
those who argued that support of
Roosevelt was the best way to
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Clarifying, pondering, or chuckling, this year's Cook lecturer held delighted audiences rapt.

realize socialist ends .
The idea that the New Deal
stole socialism's thunder has been
made too often and too simplistically, Mr. Howe said . While
Roosevelt's programs did overlap
with some of the socialists' immediate demands , and his success
undermined much of their popular support, it was the socialists'
insufficiently imaginative
response to Roosevelt which
accounts for their disintegration .
As in the earlier period, they
adopted an excessively revolutionary and absolutist position .
Some in the party argued that
Roosevelt's programs were simply
an attempt to assuage the
demands of workers so as to
cement the power of the owners
and perpetuate the status quo .
They accused Roosevelt of setting
up "state capitalism" rather than
true socialism and argued that his
reforms would be inadequate to
allay the miseries of the depression . In all of this , according the
Howe, the socialists failed to recognize the importance of the
social reforms which were
enacted and to build on the new
humanitarian stance of govern-

ment which had been enacted by
Roosevelt . In their insistence on
running candidates against those
supported by the unions , the
socialists pushed members into
choices which often led to withdrawal from the party.
In the thirties , as in the teens,
in tema tional crises also challenged the socialists' ability to
frame coherent and strategic attitudes . Stalinism and fascism
represented bewildering threats
which led many Americans to
clamor for a united front. While
the resistance Austrian socialists
offered to Hitler stirred American
support, the lesson which was
read in the swift defeat of Austria
was that of the relative impotence
of socialism. To people afraid
that fascism could triumph in
America as it had in Europe , the
defeat of the most active socialist
party in the world in only four
days suggested that resistence in
the United States should take a
different form.
A the Socialist Party Convention of 1934, debate among those
militants who wished to register
dismay at the fall of social democracy in Europe and those who

threatened mass war resistance
culminated in a statement of principles whose revolutionary
rhetoric did not accurately represent the socialist ideal, Howe
said . In the prevailing mood of
international crisis , the socialist
belief in gradual , long-term
change was shaken, but the party
was unable to reach a unified
and distinct posture toward
national and world issues .
In his third Cook lecture, Mr.
Howe addressed the question,
"Why has American socialism
failed?" from a more theoretical
perspective. He turned from analysis of the socialist party's
incapacity to respond creatively to
particular historical challenges to
broader speculation about the
American imagination's resistance
to the appeal of the socialist ideal.
He questioned and qualified
the argument of an earlier theorist
who held that socialism in America drowned " on the reefs of roast
beef and apple pie ." There have
always been hardships and suffering among the workers and the
poor in this country, Howe
argued . If Americans have not
seen socialism as a cure, he con13
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tinued, it probably has more to
do with myths of plenty and
opportunity than with economic
realities.
Nineteenth century idealism, as
expressed in Emerson's essays,
created an ideal of limitlessness
of mobility and possibility,
'
whose power dominated the
imagination of many Americans,
Howe said, even many who were
dissatisfied with their economic
circumstances . "Emerson raised
the individual to a quasi-divine
status," he continued . "Man was
viewed as self-fulfilling, as existing in an unmediated relationship
to nature, to a land whose paradisal wilderness represented
humanity's second chance."
Americans believed their coun try had already had its revolution,
Howe said, a revolution led by
George Washington. For many
immigrants, he continued, the
decision to emigrate represented
a personal revolution. Thus they
were prepared to share in the
Emersonian myth which dominated American culture. They
became enflamed with the ambition to transcend their national
and class origins as individuals,
rather than with the conviction
that social and economic conditions should be transformed .
Might socialism have been
more effective here, Mr. Howe
speculated, if its leaders had recognized the power of the
American myth , if they had
devised a program which directly
countered the underpinnings of
Americans' sense of uniqueness
and individuality? Probably not,
he admitted regretfully. But, he
concluded, is not the worship of
success itself characteristically
American? Perhaps, one might
conclude, the perpetuation of
American institutions Mr. Cook
cherished is premised on the failure of those like Mr. Howe's
socialism, which challenge the
American ideal of individuality.
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Opposing views not excluded
Andrew Frey advocates limits on the Exclusionary Rule
Professor Yale Kamisar is
almost as well known for his fairmindedness as for his passionate
defense of the E clusionary Rule
which forbids the use of illegally
obtained evidence in criminal
trials. This spring, he invited
Deputy Solicitor General Andrew
Frey to address his class on the
Administration of Criminal Justice at the Law School. Mr. Frey,
who has argued ninety-nine cases
before the Supreme Court,
worked on the amicus curiae brief
for the government in the case
of Illinois v. Gates which raised a
question as to whether evidence
should be admitted which a

Andrew Frey

police officer obtained through
behavior he believed to be legal .
In a lively interchange of questions and answers with law
students , Mr . Frey said that the
E clusionary Rule promotes
e cessive litigation and confuses
police . He urged adoption of a
"good faith, reasonable
e ception. "
In discussing how the Supreme
Court approached reconsideration
of the Rule, Mr. Frey offered students unusual and practical
insights into the workings of the
Court and into the thinking of
lawyers who regularly appear
there .

